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Abstract. Torque is an Ethereum-based, decentralized robo-advisor unifying the highest

quality yield and loan opportunities presented throughout decentralized finance.

Additionally, Torque smart contracts enhance users’ experience through the wrapping of

multiple actions into a single transaction. Torque’s daily compound interest, asset-backed

lines of credit, and holistic analytics satisfy the key components to retain and grow wealth

while reducing friction, increasing transparency, and guaranteeing self-custody.

1. Introduction
Torque supercharges crypto asset ownership and surfaces the finest peer-to-pool opportunities through

native integrations with fortified bridge and interest rate protocols. Since Babylonian times, banking has

thrived off the concept of lenders and borrowers. With the advent of blockchain tech, human

intermediaries involved in such processes are no longer required. As trillions in wealth are tied to passive

investments, cryptocurrency investors and asset managers of all sizes seek the flexibility Torque enables.

Torque stands to benefit three observable trends in finance: transparency, flexibility, and automation. By

personalizing Torque’s vault offerings, users may capture predictable compound interest (Boost) and/or

leverage their portfolio for instant liquidity (Borrow) – all while retaining full custody ownership of assets

and being able to trace the fund movement in-real-time. Thus, when accessing Torque, users enjoy greater

autonomy over their personal savings as compared to traditional asset management offerings.

2. Vaults
Torque provides Vaults-as-a-Service to investors, institutions, and DAOs. Vaults are non-custodial smart

contracts which route assets on behalf of users. They also perform automated functions such as

rebalancing. Torque offers users two types of vaults: Boost and Borrow. Boost vaults automate routing

and facilitate the collection of yield for users by compounding it once per day. Torque will launch

supporting Stargate bridge as the base yield strategy. Boost vaults aim to protect principal and replace

traditional bank accounts. Please note that rewards come from the underlying protocol, not Torque itself.

Additionally, Torque provides users with access to create Borrow vaults. This means not only do users

enjoy passive yield, but also have the ability to use their portfolio as a line-of-credit under the same roof.
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Typically, users borrow for numerous reasons such as tax optimization, real world expenses, or to

leverage their assets and with Torque, users remain only a click away from the highest quality yield

opportunity in decentralized finance. Utilizing a bulker, Torque significantly reduces DeFi complexity and

speeds up the process of valuable interactions for users and protocols alike. This autonomous flexibility

and seamless user experience is paramount in setting Torque apart from CeFi and DeFi competitors.

3. tTokens
When a user deposits to a Torque Vault, they’re issued a receipt in the form of tTokens such as tBTC,

tETH, or tUSDC which represent their underlying claim. These tokens map users 1:1 with their funds and

are redeemable through the Torque user interface or by directly interacting with Torque smart contracts.

tTokens comply with the ERC-4626 standard to bring about systemized composability and further the

money lego hypothesis. Torque aims not only to build on underlying protocols such as Compound and

Stargate, but also to empower concepts related to wealth management and self-custody asset ownership.

4. Governance
sTORQ (staked TORQ) is the governance token of Torque and used to vote on updates. Investors and

institutions can use sTORQ to govern the protocol by voting for and against proposals on the Ethereum

version of Snapshot. sTORQ holders may vote to expand supported assets/networks, introduce upgrades

to the feature set, and adjust fee structure, liquidity mining gauge, and/or the treasury allocations.

5. Incentives

By interacting with Torque’s user interface or underlying smart contracts, investors earn TORQ as bonus

rewards claimable on the user dashboard. 50% of the TORQ supply will initially circulate while the

remaining is emitted per block over three years and directed to the following products for distribution:

Product Distribution 3-Years 1-Year Daily

Boost 33% 165,000,000 55,000,000 150,685

Borrow 40% 200,000,000 66,670,000 182,739

Stake 27% 135,000,000 45,000,000 123,287
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6. dApp Interface

The Torque dApp is made up of 4 tabs: Overview, Boost, Borrow, and Stake. On Overview, users may

view a projection of future earnings based on combined net APY, claim TORQ rewards with ease, or

browse and learn more about available vault products offered by Torque (Boost and Borrow). The Boost

and Borrow tabs focus on our main utility which is yield and loans respectively. From these, users may

input deposit amounts, view projected yield or loan value, and deposit to the underlying smart contracts.

Lower on screen, users manage their active positions and track related performance indicators. Finally,

regarding the Stake tab, users may view progress-based TORQ analytics, deposit TORQ or LP to the

staking contracts, and earn up to 56% APY paid in-real-time. There is a 1-week cool down period before

users may withdraw staked assets as accounting protection (no cool down for Boost or Borrow vaults).

7. Security Model

Torque institutes real time analytics, monitoring, and rigorous testing of code in order to quickly identify

vulnerabilities and respond to indicators of suspicious activity. To catch errors before the community

encounters them, Torque smart contracts are peer-reviewed internally then professionally audited

externally. Moreover, the core team has developed an incident response plan that includes an emergency

pause switch and investor alerts when smart contract exploitation or suspicious activity is detected.

8. Fee Schedule

Torque’s variable, deposit-based fee schedule is dynamic and competitive. Our goal is to dominate the

yield and loan origination market by helping our users earn significantly more than they would elsewhere.

Deposits (value in USD) Borrow (per vault creation) Boost (performance-based)

$0-$24,999 1.00% 10%

$25,000-$99,999 0.50% 8%

$100,000-$999,999+ 0.25% 6%
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9. Tokenomics

TORQ is an ERC-20 governance token with 1 billion max supply. The initial circulating supply is 500m

with the remaining minted per block and distributed to users via incentives over 3 years post-launch.

Category Allocation Amount Vesting

Incentives 50% 500,000,000 Emitted over 3-years

Shareholders 16% 160,000,000 3 mo cliff, 36 mo linear

Contributors 14% 140,000,000 6 mo cliff, 56 mo linear

Reserves 9% 90,000,000 1 mo cliff, 56 mo linear

Migrators 6% 60,000,000 No cliff, 6 mo linear

Liquidity 5% 50,000,000 Locked with Unicrypt

10. Referrals

Word-of-mouth is one of the strongest forms of marketing. Therefore, Torque will introduce a

commission-based referral program that incentivizes users to spread news and personal accomplishments

regarding Torque across social media platforms. To refer, Torque users are provided a customizable code

and shareable link. Rewards are commission-based, paid in the asset in which the fee is generated, and are

included for the lifetime of referred users as they generate more protocol revenue throughout usage.

11. Roadmap

Torque’s phased go-to-market strategy begins with pre-seed round fundraising, then moves to whitelisted

testnet, and finally ends with the official mainnet beta going live after all security audits and fuzz testing

are complete. Beyond, Torque is focused on gaining traction and market share through extensive paid and

organic advertising, protocol collaborations, user-generated content, and relentless attention to detail

which significantly improves users’ experience while interacting with decentralized finance.

12. Expansion

EMV-compatible networks such as Arbitrum present exciting opportunities for cross-chain expansion.

Further expansion allows Torque to diversify its non-custodial offerings across multiple blockchain
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networks and further strengthen the value proposition by providing investors yield and loans from a wide

array of crypto assets at a more economic transaction cost as compared to those on Ethereum mainnet.

Finally, Torque will introduce new products such as Loop (one-click leveraged exposure to popular crypto

assets built on Compound), Refer (referral system which pays lifetime commission based on protocol fees

generated), and integrate voting directly inside the Torque dApp to encourage community participation.

13. Conclusion

In summary, Torque, a decentralized robo-advisor and digital wealth management protocol, surfaces the

finest yield and loan opportunities to equip global investors, institutions, and DAOs with predictable

compound interest and self-service leverage for instant liquidity while retaining full custody.

Furthermore, Torque provides a variable fee schedule, EMV-compatible networks for cross-chain

expansion, and exciting new products such as Loop, Refer, and more. Torque's mission is to empower

concepts related to self-custody asset ownership to provide users sovereignty over personal savings.
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